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Abstract. In this demonstration a real-time three-dimension gesture control sys-
tem is reported. It consists with an FPGA board for the depth extraction from 
stereo camera and a PC with gesture recognition software followed by user in-
terface examples. Application of this technology includes TV remote control, 
vendor machine interface, or other outdoor touchless control, etc. With optimi-
zation on both chip-area and operating clock rate, the stereo matching in FPGA 
yields a frame rate up to 60 FPS at a resolution of Full HD 1080i. Thus, the sys-
tem makes the real-time gesture control practical.   

1 Introduction 

Human-machine interface is the way for people to interact with machines. A good 
user interface would be appreciated when it is intuitive, highly reliable, and requires 
less learning period as compared to traditional ways. In recent years, Microsoft Ki-
nect® in cooperating with PrimeSense depth extraction technology has successfully 
introduced to the world a whole new human-machine interface by using gesture con-
trol. Although the Kinect is produced to majorly aim to gaming market, its novelty 
successfully catches attention to other applications [1]. However, in most of the cases 
under strong infrared interference (i.e., outdoor environment), the depth measurement 
with active infrared image becomes difficult since the infrared laser grid would be 
disturbed by external infrared noise and leads to be unreadable [2]. 

In this real-time demonstration, we proposed a stereo-matching based gesture con-
trol system as another solution to approach the gesture human-machine interface. In 
this system a stereo camera is used to mimic human eyes to capture pair images with 
a baseline. Depth information is extracted from the stereo images as the same way for 
people to sense the distance from their eyes [3]. An efficient stereo matching process 
performing disparity searching is equipped following the camera to result in a quality 
depth map. The depth map is sent to the next gesture recognition step for the post 
processing. Since the shape of the object on the depth map is given without smoothing 
distortion the following gesture control process performs a reliable recognition on 
users arm and body. On the other hand, the proposed gesture control process is per-
formed by taking the depth map with the original two-dimensional image as the input 
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sources. It is designed to have two major functions as for the demonstration. One is a 
generic and multi-functional interface similar to the regular PC mouse. The other one 
is three-dimensional (3D) gesture painter. 

2 System Apparatus 

Figure 1 shows the system apparatus of the demo. A stereo camcorder (Sony HDR-
TD10) was equipped as the video source. It is set to output side-by-side FullHD for-
mat from its HDMI output. This HDMI output is connected to an FPGA evaluation 
board (Terasic DE3) equipped with Altera stratix III via its HDMI 1.4 daughter board 
(HDMI-HSTC 1.4) as an adapter between HDMI to HSTC. The FPGA is pro-
grammed with Verilog script for the proposed stereo matching engine to have an out-
put depth map with corresponding stereo images back to the HDMI daughter board. 

The gesture recognition is built in the PC with Matlab code for demonstration. The 
output depth image from FPGA board is captured by a high-speed frame grabber (Un-
igraf UFG-05 4E) at 30 FPS. In the PC, the gesture recognition process converts the 
depth map and the image to 3D coordinate regarding to the user pointing finger as the 
3D mouse control. The position is used to programmatically mimic the PC mouse 
movement and click event. Furthermore, a writing brush program using the 3D posi-
tion information shows another real-time demonstration of this achievement. This 
program is designed to emphasize the usage of depth data as additional information. 

 

Fig. 1. Real-time system apparatus of the gesture control 

2.1 Stereo Matching 

Figure 2 presents the schematic of stereo matching algorithm. First of all, a color 
transformation has been introduced to convert the image from RGB space to only the 
luminance. Census transform is used to extract necessary image characters from those 
gray scale data. It downsizes the data again to become several representing bits for 
each pixel. After the data conversion, these census data are sent to 128 separated 
matching engines. Each engine results in a cost value for their disparity; thus, the 128 
engines generate 128 cost values simultaneously and respectively. This parallel 
process makes the system more time efficiency; that is, short system latency is 
achieved. Disparity generator as the next stage takes these cost values into account to 
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result in the depth map. This generator takes also the original image to enhance the 
object edge on the depth map in order to complete the object shape. Finally, a general 
3-by-3 image median filter is adapted to take out pepper-salt noise of the depth map. 

 

Fig. 2. The schematic of the stereo matching 

The performance of this real-time system is optimized from both the efficient algo-
rithm and the hardware architecture approaches. The reachable frame rate is deter-
mined by the maximum internal clock frequency of the chip, which is defined by the 
input pixel clock rate of this video source. In this case, the FPGA is doable to run at a 
frame rate of 60 FPS with a Full HD 1080i resolution; that is, a pixel clock as well as 
the system clock is at 62.2MHz. With a fixed measurable disparity range, the system 
has been built to have a reasonable logic gate count of ~400k gates (estimated based 
on TSMC 90nm process), yields a resolution up to Full HD. Furthermore, the depth 
quality has been optimized with restricted image data without referring from other 
former or later frames (without time averaging). This makes the system no need to the 
DRAM and keeps the latency of the whole system in dozens of scanlines. 

 

Fig. 3. Flowchart of gesture recognition process 

2.2 Gesture Recognition 

Following the stereo matching system, the result video stream of the depth image with 
its corresponding gray image is connected to the frame grabber on PC, in which a 
MATLAB program acts as an application platform. The gesture analysis is adapted 
with sequential processes as listed in Figure 3. 

First of all, foreground detection is set to extract the moving foreground object 
based on an adaptive threshold derived from the depth histogram result. In most of the 
cases, the foreground distinguishes the user hand from the body. Following the fore-
ground subtraction, the segmented foreground is further processed to extract the fin-
ger tip. A watershed method with Kalman filtering prediction is used to acquire the 
initial 3D position of the finger tip. This 3D position is then filtered by a bank of 
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adaptive low pass filters in order to smooth the finger tracking trajectory. The meas-
ured 3D position is used to update the mouse cursor movement and the click-event. 

3 Demonstrations 

Two major demonstrations are introduced. The 3D gesture mouse with the painter 
treats the user finger tip to be the cursor. The cursor moves by rapidly updating the 
new position detected from the gesture analysis. In general mouse moves on the 2D 
plane, which is set to be parallel to the monitor as shown in Figure 4. Two depth thre-
sholds tr1 and tr2 are used to distinguish the actions “activation” and click-event” 
respectively from the users. Under this control scenario, a typical mouse function is 
achieved. In additional to the typical mouse function, a writing brush is also con-
ducted in this demo. This function is similar to the windows painter but with addition-
al brush stroke. If the user moves his hand toward the camera resulting in a greater 
depth, the brush stroke increases and the drawing line becomes thicker. 

 

Fig. 4. The schematic of 3D gesture mouse demonstration 

4 Summary 

The proposed real-time demonstration shows the capability of our stereo matching 
and its gesture control applications. Compared to our previous achievement, the pro-
posed stereo matching is designed with less background noise and better performance 
on object edges and is suitable for gesture recognition. The applications are presented 
as an intuition user interface for user to have real-time 3D control experience. 
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